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Lasers for Wireless Power Transmission
By Richard M. Dickinson, JPL, and Jerry Grey, AIAA

Currently used for communications,lasers are also highly promising for
wireless power transmission andoff-board space propulsion, but safety
concerns must be dealt with first.
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Introduction
Low-power lasersare widely used today for telecommunication&
well as for low-cost laserpointers and laser lightshows. Higher-pow€
lasers are employed in surgery, and to cut, weld,and heat metal. Mor
recently, a ground-based pulsed carbon dioxide laser has boosted
research "lightcraft to altitudes higher than Goddard's first rocket.
Lasers are now being considered forwireless power transmission,
propulsion, and space exploration.

A potential applicationof particular interest is the use of lasers to bean
power from solar collectors
in space to other locations,
both in space
and onthe Earth's surface. The concept
of space solar power systems
for terrestrialpower delivery was first proposed by Glaserin 1968 and
studied extensively byNASA, the Department of Energy, and others il
the 1970s and 1980s. It was recently revisitedby NASA in a "Fresh
Look" study (see Aerospace America, May 1997, pp 30-36), and was
subsequently elaborated further by the agency in a follow-on Concept
Definition Study during 1998.

The research described in this paper was carried out by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratoy, Calfornia Instituteof Technology, undera contract with the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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These space solarpower concepts requirea means for transmitting the
electric power that is converted from solarenergy by the space-based
power conversion system (e.g., photovoltaic
arrays) to the Earth’s
surface forsubsequent terrestrial distribution as electricpower. All the
concepts studied to date, from Glaser’s initialproposal to the 1998
studies just completed, have employed microwaves to meet
this
wireless power transmission requirement. Laser beams
have both
advantages and disadvantages vis-a-vis microwave beams forpower
transmission.

Pros and cons: lasersvs microwaves
Size reduction. By far the most important benefit of laser beaming
over microwaves is the reduction
in size of the transmitting and
receiving antennas. The beamdiameter needed to carry a given
amount of power varies approximately with
the wavelength of the
beam. Becausethe wavelengths of lasers are about 5 orders of
magnitude shorter than microwaves, the power transmitter and
receiver can be much smaller;
that is, metersrather than kilometers
in diameter for power levelsin the hundreds of megawatts. The
diffraction of a power beam also varies roughly
with wavelength,
so the spreading of a laser beam will be much less
than that of a
microwave beam.For distances that may range up to 35,000 km
(for a geostationary-orbit power satellite), this reduces the
receiving antenna’s land-area requirements still
further, with
obvious cost-reduction consequences.
The sizereduction of the space-based transmitting antenna also
has significant cost-reduction impact. In volume-limited space
transport, for example,an entire laser system could be orbited ain
single launch.
The ability to field smaller systems may also allow
a lower total
power level laser system to be economically competitive
with a
in terms of both installed
much higher power microwave system
capital cost ($/kW) andoperating cost (cents/kWh).
1/29/99
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Interference. A major issue inspace solar power systems
employing microwave power transmission is their potential
interference with satellite communication systems, which use
frequencies in the same multi-gigahertz rangethat is bestsuited to
microwave power transmission. The filtering
and/or frequency
restrictions necessary to avoid
such interference couldbe a major
barrier to the economics of space-based power systems for
terrestrial consumption,and obtaining theirapproval by the
Federal Communications Commission and the International
Telecommunications Union maybe extremely difficultdue to the
potential interference with the ubiquitous global satellite
communication services.
Lasers, however, avoid these interference issues,both because of
the great disparity in fundamental frequencies between lasers and
satellite communicationsbands (a differenceof roughly five orders
of magnitude) and the fact that the narrow laser beamsare less
likely tohave significant sidelobesthat could introduce
interference. Also,should national sovereignty becomean issue,
the much smaller laser-beam sidelobes are less likely to spill
energy over adjacentinternational borders.
Atmospheric and weather effects. Both microwave and laser
beams are attenuated by the Earth’s atmosphere and its weatherdependent particulate content. Attenuation due to scattering is
highest when the wavelength is comparable tothe size of the
particles inthe atmosphere. Becauseof the much shorter
wavelength of laser beams,they are much more severely
attenuated than microwave beams, to the extent
that power beam
interruptions to the terrestrial utility station will occur.
The longer-wavelength microwaves passthrough rain and clouds
with only small attenuationand scattering. Glaser’s original
concept and the early NASA/DOE studies were based on
microwave power transmissionat 2.45 GHz, a frequency whose
wavelength is longenough to be nearly unaffected byweather.
However, the abovementioned interference considerationsand
1/29/99
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size-related system economics may dictate the ofuse
higher
microwave frequencies, which could
introduce greater weather
effects.
But these effects on microwave-based systems
would never beas
severe aswith laser transmission.As a resultof their greater
sensitivity to weather-inducedattenuation, baseload electric utility
systems employing laser power transmission will require many
spatially diverse receiving sites todeal with weather outages. One
approach wouldbe to use ground-based energy storage; another
is to transferpower from clear sites via
an interconnected ground
network. The incremental costsof either of these ”fixes,” along
with the need for multiple sites, could compromise
the economics
of systems that use laserpower transmission.

Safety. Power beam safety mandatory
is
for both laser and
microwave beams. Becausethe power flux density of a laser beam
is much higher than that of a microwave beam for
the same total
power delivered, the consequencesof any intrusion into the beam
by people, animals, or artifacts can
be much moreserious for the
laser than for the microwave beam. The physical laws
that allow
the laser beam diameter to so
besmall also make
the microwave
beam power per unit area lower,and hence potentially less
damaging.
One advantage of the laser beam, however, is
that if the
wavelength of operation is suitably selected
it is clearly visibledue
to diffractionby the atmosphere’s normal aerosol content. The
microwave beam is invisible
and can only be felt by its thermal
effects.

Geopolitics. High-power space-based lasers will face political
as
well as safety challenges.For example, any space-based lasermust
comply with the treaty constraintsof the 1972 US-Soviet antiballistic missile(ABM) treaty that prohibit space-based defenses
having the ability to intercept long-range (strategic) ballistic
missiles. Since the economicsof wireless power transmission are
highly dependent on the transported power level, any potential
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limitations must be known before investors would
contribute to
commercial laser beamed
power developments.

Technical maturity. The relativeimmaturity of laser power
transmission technologies relative to those associated
with
microwave power beaming constitutes the major
current barrier
facing the implementation of lasers for this application. However,
major strides have beenmade in recent yearsin both military and
commercial developmentprograms. T
h
;overall efficiency01 a
laser power transmission system (from incidentsunlight to the
terrestrial power grid) is now estimated to be more
than half that
obtainable with a microwave system,
and the technology
continues to improve.

Alternatives to ”conventional” satellite power
One alternative to Glaser’s overall system architecture,
whch has
been the conceptual baseline forvirtually all subsequent studies,
was the senior author’s suggestion that space-based laserbeams
transmit power to the coal-pile
yards of existing steam power
plants. Economics drives conventional space solarpower
concepts to very high power levels (typicallyone to tenGW), but
it has been suggested that lasers could perhaps be built
economically at smaller power levels (e.g.,125 MW , like a modest
steam power plant). Furthermore, the laser power-beam receiver
could be small enough to share the coal yard of a plant. With
suitable conditioning,-thelaser electricpower output from orbit
could tieinto the electric utility’s existing metering, switching,
and
distribution infrastructure.

An orderly transition froman all-coal plant to a combined coal
and
laser plant should aid the utility economicsand minimize the
disruption of offsetting coal-fired electricpower generation. Also,
the plethora of coal-fired plants in the U.S. would permit the
transfer of power over the grid to work around laser outages due
to weather-front movement.
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Eventually, the steam plant’s boilers may be able to be redesigned
to be heated either directly bythe laser beam fromspace or by the
customary fossil-fuel furnace. This approach would resolve the
ground energy storage issue for laserpowered systems. The loss
of the laser beam could be
used as the trigger toramp up the
fossil-fuel furnace,with the steam vesselproviding the thermal
capacity tosmooth over the transition. Although thermal-energy
laser conversion to electricity may
not be as efficient as tailoredwavelength photovoltaic conversion,
the economics may favor
thermal conversionwhen the cost of energy storage is factored in.

Safety considerations for laser power transmission
Space-to-space laserpower beaming should use wavelengths that
are strongly absorbed by the Earth’s atmosphere, so as to prevent
illumination of biota on the ground. For space-to-Earth beaming,
wavelengths that are not strongly absorbed are desirable, but this
makes their beams potentially dangerous,
requiring careful
attention to safetyfeatures.
Laser beamsthat are economically useful for
power transmission
and transportation will beof high intensity. They therefore posea
potential hazard to unprotected personnel, other biota, and
equipment. Consequently, fail-safe meansmust be provided that
automatically shut off the beam, spread it out, or divert it from
potential victims.
Where possible, physical barriers, exclusion zones,
warning signs,
audible warnings, high-frequency noise irritants,
odor warnings,
warning lights, hazard markings, etcshould be used to the extent
possible to keep personnel
and other biota from the intense power
beam. Conditioned responses may have to be
promulgated for
the affected populace.
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Barriers and warnings are not in themselves sufficient toassure
beam safety. Surveillance to detect potential interactions
of the
beam with victims is also required,
with due regard for the finite
round-trip time delay inturning off the beam. Thehazard is the
remaining energy that is already in transit from space
ground.
to
Properly functioning sensorsare needed to detectimminent
collisions of beams with objects to be protected. This
includes not
only the primary beam, but also any scattered portion of the beam
that is of sufficient intensity to pose a visionother
or hazard.
Accurate beam impact predictions require high signal-to-noiseratio acquisition and tracking
of potential victims,including good
prediction of their trajectories.
The quality,quantity and locations of surveillance equipment and
techniques must be scaledto the objects to bedetected. These will
obviously include not only personnel, their
various forms of air
and space transportation vehicles, and space platforms or stations,
but also perhaps birds and bats and possibly even insects such as
butterflies, although it would almost certainly be uneconomical to
build protection subsystems for
such small airborne biota.
Detailed environmentalstudies will need to be made, considering
the various trades to society.
Furthermore, toassure that such sensors are operating
satisfactorily, they must be tested frequently. Thus, interlocked
beam testers, sensors,and shut-off switches ar,e required for laser
beam safety.
One approach to a beam testerdesign could beminiature beampowered helicopters, equipped with Global Positioning System
(GPS) electronics, that live right in the beam
and drift horizontally
back and forth at the beamedges like insects hovering around an
outdoor night-light. They would transmit continuous information
on their location and the beam intensity to thetransmitter
beam
control, so that the beam can be
turned off if it wanders or
intensifies
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Air traffic control systems
and eventual space traffic control
systems must be tied into laser power beam utilities for safety
coordination of movements of personnel and equipment. Laser
beam sitesshould be locatedaway from avian migratoryroutes
and scheduled airline routes. One should try for restricted
airspace locations,but even then,in an air emergency situation,an
errant overflight of a troubled 747, for example,should be given
priority over an electric power beam.
(Note that the danger to aircraftflying through the beam is
primarily the deleterious effects of the laser on the eyes of people
in the aircraft, and possibly effectson critical instrumentation, but
not "zapping" of the aircraft itself. The time
spent in the beam isso
short that even if the fullpower of a 10-m diameter,500 "7laser
flying through it, itsskin
is absorbedby a small commuter aircraft
temperature would rise no more than a degree or two.)
One of the implications of the foregoing approach to laser beam
safety is that the systems utilizingthe beams must be prepared for
unannounced power delivery interruptions. This means, for
example, that power-beam electric utilities
must be prepared for
the tremendous transients that sudden interruption can engender.
Less of a problem,but also of concern, are the transients that occur
in reestablishing thepower delivery.
The implicationsof interrupted power delivery for transport
vehicles powered by laser beamsinclude the ability to change
trajectories and coasting time,the need to implement emergency
descent procedures, the requirement to carry on-board energy
storage systems, etc.
Both periodic and random beam testing are recommended to
verify the status of the safety system. In fact,
if the general public
is to acceptthe presence of high-power laserbeams-in theirmidst,
then they should be encouraged to initiate a beam test
event bv
having many locations from Ghich to
do so, and they should b i
apprised of the result immediately. Such participatory safety
and would
systems do not exist in any other public utility context,
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require substantial development and evaluation as well as
allowance for their incremental cost.
Furthermore, it is strongly recommended that
power beams to
Earth be visible( green, for example)so that the general populace
can beaware of their steady location whenoperating. This will
help to allaythe fears of unseen “beam wandering’’off the
designated receiving sites. Even if the high-power beam is at
wavelengths longerthan visible, itshould be coaxiallysurrounded
with a visible-color beam to aid
in public recognitionof the
potential hazard.
Active auditing of launched and received total beampower is
recommended, implyingdevelopment of the required powermeasuring instrumentation to meet accuracy
and reliability
specifications.

To assure that the power beams are indeed delivered to their
designated sites continuously, reliably,
and without any chance of
”wandering,” the power transmission devicesmust be
retrodirective phased arrays; that is they will
not operate without
a pilot safety signal
that is transmitted from theground receiver to
the space-basedtransmitter. Although a single continuousaperture beamer could beused, the many elementsof a phased
array assure rapid, incoherent beamspreading whenever the
phase reference provided by the pilot safetysignal is not present,
thereby dispersing the generated power harmlessly. Furthermore,
the inherent electronic beam-steering capability
of a phased array
allows rapid shutdown andre-establishment of a laser beam to its
alternate weather site
without mechanically repositioning the
satellite. The pilot safety signal can be coded
and of such a
magnitude that a terrorist couldnot easily duplicate it for
destructive purposes.
For additional safety, the system can bedesigned to require a
fairlv high-poweruplink beam tobe radiated fromthe receiver,
such t h z itl”prime6the pump” at the transmitter forproducing
downlink power. If the uplink is absent ordegraded, no output is
1/29/99
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forthcoming. The uplink must beof sufficient magnitude to
power production.
overcome a prescribed threshold for spacecraft

All safety systemsshould be designed to fail safe; i.e.,no
response, no beam.
In some applications it may be possible to utilize
a high-altitude
stratospheric platformas a power relay platform, whereinthe long
hop to or from space made
is
with laser beam,and the short hop -platform to or from the
ground -- is made with a much wider and
less-intense microwave beam.In addition to its somewhat less
stringent safety considerations, the microwave beam incan
this
case suffer less atmospheric loss
and will provide more consistent
all-weather beamedpower operation.
The availabilityof laser power delivered from space to Earth will
be affected bythe cascade of safety interlocks,meaning that there
will often be false alarms,
but that may well bea reasonable price
to pay for electricpower alternatives to greenhouse-gas emissions,
forexample.

Technology
Solar-pumped lasers.A significant potential gainin efficiency of a
space-based laser wirelesspower system could be effected if the
laser could bepumped directly by solar energy
instead of by
electricity derivedfrom photovoltaic arrays. It was recently
reported (see IEEE Spectrum,, May 1998, pp 23-32) that
researchers at the Energy Research Centerof the Weizmann
Institute have builtand tested solarpumped lasers with
efficiencies up to 30% and power in the kilowatt range. These
lasers are currently multi-spectral. They estimate
that the
conversion efficiencyin space, abovethe Earth’s atmosphere,
would currently be about 20%, which exceedsthe composite
efficiency of the ”conventional” solar-to-electric-to laser concept.
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Laser component technology. The Air Force isdeveloping
chemical lasers in the megawatt power range for airborne
and
space-based laserweapons. Such laserswould not be optimum
for electric utility usedue to their need for frequent refueling.
However, the technologies beingdeveloped by theseprograms
for cooling the high-power mirrors,
building and testing the
adaptive optics needed for efficient transmission
through the
atmosphere, and devising fast, accurate tracking
and acquisition
techniques are directly applicable to laser-beam electric utility
and
transportation applications.

Researchers at the University of Vienna have recently completed
the design and testing of a 16-element retrodirective optical
phased array for space intersatellite-link communication. This
technology is directly applicable the
to laser power beam safety
requirement (see above),and has only to be scaled
in quantity of
elements, theiraperture packing, and their powerhandling
capabilities.

Orbital laser beam geometry
As with any space solarpower power system employing wireless
power transmission, the laser power beamerhas a fundamental
geometrical constraint. As
the spacecraft orbits the Earth its
coherent output power beam must be directedtoward the Earthbased receiver, whileits solar power collectormust be pointed
toward the Sun:The changing angle betweenthe Sunward
direction and the power-beam direction can be accommodated
by
a reflector systemhaving a rotary joint. The reflectors could
be on
the output power side or the input power side of the spacecraft.
Because the sunlight is non-coherent energy, it is easierput
to the
mirror on the input side. Aiming tolerances can be larger,
and
pointing variances are more forgiving.
Another system geometry consideration is the ratio
of the solar
collector aperture to the coherent beamradiator aperture.
1/29/99
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Sunlight is diffuse: its power flux density in the geostationary orbit
2

(GEO) is about 1.37 kW/m . To estimate the sizeof the collector,
125 MW to the electric
assume that fora system that is to deliver
grid the ground-based photovoltaic conversion efficiency is 6O%,
the photovoltaic-to-ac-grid conversion efficiency %YO,
is the beam
coupling efficiency isgo%, the atmosphere transmission go%,
is the
laser transmitter’saperture efficiency is 85%, and the sunlight to
optical conversion efficiency(assuming an advanced developed
solar-pumped laser) is55%, then a sunlight collector aperture of
2
about 375,000 m (a diameter of 680 m) is required.
The physicsof diffraction, however, dictatethat the diameter of
the laser beamat the receiver will be inversely
proportional to the
diameter of the laser transmitter. That means
that if, for example,a
1-m diameter, 0.5-micron laser beam were transmitted from
GEO,
the half-power focusedspot diameter on the ground would be
18.75 m in diameter, whilea 0.5-m beamer would produce a 37.5m spot and a 2-m beamer would yield a 9.38-m spot.
But collecting sunlight from a 680-m-diameter collector,at the
assumed stackup of efficiencies, meansthat with the on-orbit
conversion efficiencyof 55%, to deliver 125 MW to the grid
requires that 231 MW of waste thermal heat must be dumped to
space. Hence a rather large thermalradiator must compete for
field-of-view with the laser output beamer and the solar input
collector. The actual sizeof the thermal radiator isdetermined by
the heat rejection temperature, which is relatedthe
tolifetime of
the sunlight-to-laser conversionequipment. A pumped-fluid
thermal control system would almost certainlyrequired,
be
with its
additional mass, complexity,and reliability issues.
The thermal energy dissipation problem could somewhat
be
relieved by intentionally
spreading the beam fromthe laser
transmitting array to yield a more uniform power flux density
on
the ground; that is, flattening the normal Gaussian flux
density
distribution of the beam into a more rectangularshape. Because
this would requirea larger-diameter beamerthan the typical
1/29/99
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Gaussian shaped beam, the thermal radiation fluxdensity at the
source can bereduced.
Even greaterspreading, as well asa larger-diameter transmitter,
may be required so as not to exceed some prescribedpeak power
flux density limit in the beam. This is exactly
the converse of the
microwave power transmitter design, which strives to focus
the
beam as tightly as possible to keep
the diameter of both
transmitter and receiver as small as possible.
Even though a small single-aperture laser
transmitter could be
used, we have noted that safety considerationsdictate an aperture
consisting of many small phasedarray elements. For an array with
N elements, the power flux density drops as 1 / N when the
phased array goes non-coherent.To reduce the average beam
intensity tono more than that of sunlight at the Earth’s surfaceat
2

noon on a clear day (-1 kW/m ), the array must consist of at
Least 450 elements.
Many small incoherent laser
power transmitters (not phased-array
elements) could be utilized, simply
adding their power
incoherently at the ground receiving site,but the resulting
combined beamspot intensity would lack theinherent beam safety
feature of the retrodirective phased-array pilot signal. For this
type of transmitter one could reduce the incoherent beamspot
intensity only byturning off the lasers or by spatially mis-pointing
the many beams. Misdirecting
a common beam-turning mirror
would dim the combined laseroutputs, but would probably take
too much time. That is, too much
power in the beam could still
arrive after transmitting the ”redGe beam” command beforethe
beam density would drop to a safe sunlight-equivalent level.

Future space laser applications
Interstellar exploration. Missions using currentlyknown physics
involve photon-driven light sails powered by very large, high1/29/99
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power beaming systems. Forward suggests
a design in theJournal
of Spacecraft G, Rockets, Mar.-Apr. 1984, pp. 187-195, foran Alpha
Centauri flyby usinga 1000-km-diameter lens fedwith a 65-GW
space-based array, yielding a power beam able tosend a 1000-kg
spacecraft having equal parts of sail, support structure, and
payload on a 40-year missionat 11%of light speed.
The seniorauthor is investigating an alternate configuration the
for
beamer that uses a phased-array approach. The array would
of tightly packed, low-mass
consist of a circular ensemble
inflatable optics elements, each
equipped with injection-phaselocked solar-pumped lasers, operated in a quasi-retrodirective
a fleet of periodically
method byuse of pilot signals from
refreshed microspacecraft farin front of the beamer. Due to
aberration, the phased array is nottruly retrodirective in that the
beam must be pointed where we wishthe beam-riding sail to
be in
the future, not where the reflection came fromin the past.

By diplexing the optics of the beamer elements, itshould be
possible tohave the beamer alsooperate as an imaging telescope
to survey the target interstellar system,thus increasing the science
yield of the mission. Operating the beamer as a lidar would
greatly increase active
radar science at short wavelengths.
Note that the power beamer’s mass for these interstellar missions
is of such magnitude, evenwith lightweight optics (typical
estimate: 1.6 billion tonnes),that it would probablyhave to be
manufactured in space froma n Earth-crossing metallic asteroid
such as 6178 1986DA. This 1.5-mi-diameter asteroid is estimated to
contain 10 billion tonsof iron, one billion tons
of nickel, 100,000
tons of platinum, and 10,000 tons of gold.

Planetary defense. Another use of such a phased-array laser
beamer may be to focus intense power on the surface
of potential
Earth-impacting asteroids or comets, creating of
jetsheated
material having enough mass and velocity to changethe object’s
orbit sufficiently to missthe Earth. Care would of course have to
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be taken toensure that the object’s compositionwould not favor
fragmentation rather than the desired whole-body motion.
Commercial uses. The power from space-based laserpower
”depots” could also beused to deliverpower to next-generation
high-power communication satellitesand space stations or
platforms, to support bases on the Moon, Mars,and perhaps
satellites of the gas-giant planets, and to support assaying and
mining missions to asteroids. Laser power beamers, used
with
various forms of propulsive devices, couldtransport materials
from the Moon orasteroids to space-basedmanufacturing
facilities, and could meet spacetourism transportation needs by
rapidly moving guestsand their support materials among the
moons and planets of the Solar System.

Conclusions
Consideration of laser wireless power transmission. Space solar
power and propulsion concepts which require wireless
power
transmission should be expanded to includeserious consideration
of laser beam systems,supplementing the current evaluation of
microwave power transmission. This will require allaying public
perception fears viaeducational demonstrations of real safety
systems, including but not limited to those listed
in the table.

In this connection, it is
important for everyone to recognize
that all
high-power energy transmission systems (e.g., high-voltage
ac
transmission lines, gas pipelines, oil tankers, coal trains, rivers,
belts, pulleys and shafts, etc)are inherently dangerous, but under
controlled circumstancesand with the proper safety systems, they
are very useful to society. Laserand microwave beams can be
safe also,if properly engineered and operated and if the
appropriate stepsare taken to educate and inform the public.
Technology and demonstrations. The technologies forall the
elements of a space-based laserpower transmission systemare
1/29/99
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available, includingthe pilot-beam safety system, with the
exception of the beam tester interlock functions.
What is now
needed is a commercial ”carrot” to set things in motion; i.e.,
ground-based demonstrations and test facilities. These should be
open to public inspection,and should be made portable for
education and public outreachat various public fora.

[TABLE] LASER BEAM SYSTEM SAFETY ELEMENTS
1. Exclusion zones; restricted air space
2. Physical barriers; e.g., chain-link fences
3. Warning signs denoting eye safetyhazard
4. Audible warnings; e.g., klaxons, bells, chimes, instructions
5. High-frequency noiseirritants to frightenbirds away
6. Odor warnings, with similar goals
7. Warning lights; e.g., rotating beacons
8. Hazard markings; e.g., zebrastriping
9. Conditioned-response education, to inculcate”duck and cover’’
10. Active surveillance; e.g.,
radar, sonar, observers
11. Interlocked beam testers,
both scheduled and public-initiated
12. Continuous beam sensing by
random helicopters in the beam
13. Killswitches in affected areas
14. Fail-safe designs:no response, no beam
15. Traffic coordination via airspace
and space traffic control
16. Avoid obvious existing traffic routes such as avian
migratory
paths and air traffic corridors.
17. Visible power beam; i.e., 0.4-0.7 micron wavelength
18. Activeauditing of power launched and received
19. Pilot beam and retrodirective
phased-array
20. High threshold pilot signal level”prime
to
the pump”
21. High absorption wavelength for space-to-space
beams
22. Stratosphere power-relay platforms: laser to
and/or from
space, microwave toand/or from the ground
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